Clean and Orderly
As early as January 1979, Stuart Hall identified 'the key themes of the radical right' as 'law and order, the need for social discipline and authority in the face of a conspiracy by the enemies of the state, the onset of social anarchy, the "enemy within"'. 9 The value and importance of family, law, discipline, morality and nation were reiterated, with a strong accompanying sense of their peril. These are standard right-wing refrains. But they were played with peculiar gusto. Single parent families were regarded with suspicion. The 'promotion' of homosexuality in schools was banned. Progressive education was attacked, and more regimented schooling recommended. The traditional Tory grip on law and order was strengthened. The police were viewed as 4 politically partisan by those they confronted, not least the miners. The themes of law and order overlapped with those of nation and flag. As David Edgar put it, 'zapping the enemy without on the beach-heads of the South Atlantic was an effective and timely corollary to confronting the "enemy within" on the streets of London, Toxteth and Moss Side'. 10 The authoritarian side of Thatcherism was conveniently exemplified in the persona of the Prime Minister herself. She was happy to appear unbending, determined to the point of rigidity. Her best-remembered soundbites played up to this role. The effects of the persona were overdetermined by gender. As the first female Prime Minister, Thatcher emphasised her strength to a degree that might have seemed eccentric in a male politician, but for a woman in her position was more a necessary ideological compensation. She also projected herself as a provincial housewife for whom the country's budget was to be managed like a household's. As
Hall showed, such projections helped her to capture the ground of ideological 'common sense'. The 'spendthrift state' could not dispense 'wealth the nation has not earned'. The enemy of ordinary people was 'the "welfare scrounger", living off society, never doing a day's work (here, the Protestant Ethic makes a late return)'. 'The fashionable theories and permissive clap-trap set the scene for a society in which the old virtues of discipline and self-restraint were denigrated'. January 1986. Marr remembers it as 'one of the best things we ever did', though he seems prouder of the band's solidarity with him than of its political significance. 19 The Smiths' more memorable interventions, though, were verbal: public statements and song lyrics. As John Harris reminds us, these stances 6 were not struck in isolation. They were taken to exemplify the attitudes of what he terms a particular 'counterculture' of opposition to Thatcherism. 20 Like its 1960s precursor, this was largely formed of the young and centred around popular music: notably the network of independent bands, record companies and shops. The scene was typified by students, but was not exclusively middle-class. Many, of course, did not take Morrissey at his own valuation. But his anti-establishment and anti-consumerist opinions were consensual for this community, not least in its house journal, the New Musical Express.
Pronouncements were peculiarly crucial to The Smiths' career. Even such auteurs as Lennon and Dylan had not been so deliberately grandiloquent.
Morrissey's outpouring of opinions testified to their long damming hitherto.
Like Jarvis Cocker after him, he had spent years preparing to be a pop star, and arrived with ideas and images fully-formed. As his statements became The whole implication was to save these people in Ethiopia, but who were they asking to save them? Some 13-year-old girl in Wigan! People like Thatcher and the royals could solve the Ethiopian problem within ten seconds. But Band Aid shied away from saying that -for heaven's sake, it was almost directly aimed at unemployed people.
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The rhetorical recourse to the North is insistent. The references to Wigan, Hartlepool and so on imply a kind of allegiance to this territory -a tic echoed twenty years on when he told Paul Morley that his youthful aspiration was to a 'comfortable life. And I don't mean Alderley Edge'. 23 The names are also 'I have got the uniform, ready.' 26 He had long hankered after such violent reprisal. 'She's only one person, and she can be destroyed. It's the only remedy for the country at the moment', warns a 1984 interview. 27 The sorrow of the Brighton Bomb, he maintained, was that Thatcher had escaped unscathed. 28 Such talk may be deemed petulant and irresponsible. Morrissey himself, while insisting on his song's seriousness, admitted that it had an air of 'doorstep rebellion, and stamping of feet'. 29 But he had already formulated an extensive, if irregular, critique of politics, rather than personality.
The Show Is Over
Several of Morrissey's songs brought their own soap-boxes. Some were direct, practising the finger-pointing that he would physically demonstrate on the Petridis reckons it a fantasy of regicide. 32 But whereas 'Margaret On
The Guillotine' luridly ends with the fall of the blade, this song does not describe that action. Like the palace intruder who supposedly inspired the song, all the protagonist apparently does is talk to the monarch. Politically, though, the alignment of PM and Queen had a limit. Not only did the Queen find Thatcher personally more awkward to deal with than any of her male predecessors; more substantively, she was actually said to disapprove of Thatcherite policy. In 1986 a senior palace source -allegedly the Queen's press secretary, Michael Shea -told the Sunday Times that the Queen found Thatcher's premiership 'uncaring, confrontational and socially divisive', citing the miners' strike as an instance. Thatcher herself sighed to a confidant that the Queen was 'the kind of woman who could vote SDP'. 40 The two women emblematised different brands of conservatism. When the Queen was alleged to have expressed dissatisfaction at Thatcher's 'abandonment of the nation-sustaining post-war consensus in British politics', she was associated with an older 'One Nation' Conservatism, which kept up a residual rearguard action against New Right radicalism. 41 Thatcher, of course, was a monarchist. But she was impatient with the culture of Buckingham Palace, as she was with the BBC or the Church of Morrissey going to bed early, that was true, really', recalls Geoff Travis. 49 In a 1986 interview, Morrissey speaks of having been reading at home: 'I haven't seen anybody or haven't been out of the house in five days. The doorbell hasn't rung, either'. 50 Of course this regime did not extend to the rest of the band -though when Marr asked Andy Rourke to join he stressed the need to be 'totally clean', as 'part of our manifesto'. 51 Even leaving aside Rourke's heroin addiction and the excesses of The Smiths' 1986 US tour, it is clear that much of the music was recorded on dazed late nights of alcohol and cannabis. 52 But this was not the significant image of the band at the time. Smiths and their indie kin was not anti-pop but perfect pop; not the rejection of happiness but the pursuit of a higher happiness, indecipherable as such to the outsider, the world that wouldn't listen. 55 
Ambitious Outsiders
The puritanical, celibate malingerer was a strange counter-cultural herothough actually a conveniently easy one for youth to emulate, compared with The Rolling Stones. The reactionary establishment would receive his broadsides; the England of wine bars and share options would be affronted by his whole persona, which could stand for virtues that were being hastily forgotten. But there is surely a significant irony here. The analysis is worryingly plausible. But it underestimates a major difference of temperament. Thatcher is notoriously, almost inhumanly devoid of humour. Morrissey is among the wittiest stars pop has produced. While at different times his pronouncements have been strident, passionate or melancholic, they have most consistently been dry, wry, skewed by an ironic spirit that cannot take them entirely seriously. That difference is telling.
Thatcher was politically iconoclastic; but culturally and personally, she was deeply orthodox and unimaginative. That orthodoxy informs her view of the past, which in turn animated her politics. Morrissey's own relation to history was more productively perverse.
What Tradition Means
Thatcherism, we have seen, offers a Scylla and Charybdis of cultural tendencies: tradition and modernisation. Andrew Gibson reminds us that the route between Scylla and Charybdis involves, not sailing straight down the middle, but cleaving more closely to the former than the latter. Unmarried, she becomes pregnant. She is not always happy to play the radiant expectant mother, declaring 'I hate babies'. At the news of an imminent mixed-race child, Helen is shocked. The nurse will not be, says Jo: 'she's black too'. Jo is set to be a single mother. She has previously been cohabiting in a kind of surrogate marriage with a (tacitly, uncertainly) gay art student whom she considers 'just like a big sister' and would 'make someone a wonderful wife'. 'I can't stand people who laugh at other people', he protests. The Smiths' cultural portfolio can be granted its own political values, which themselves protested against Thatcherism: a defence of the beleaguered North; a celebration of sexual dissidence. But this recasting of history is most inspiring in its sheer eccentricity. Morrissey's primary concern was not to craft a systematic critique of modern Conservatism. But his private obsessions had a way of becoming public, broadcast as unsettling cultural signals.
Life Is Very Long
Reynolds repeatedly compared The Smiths to The Rolling Stones, inverted for 'contracted and beleaguered times'. 
